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SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS AND THE
TRANSITION FROM THIN PLATE TO MEMBRANE

Abstract. The equation

Eh2

ZEEV SCHUSS

12(1
4V-M(^)- /

describing the normal displacement w of a thin elastic plate of thickness h

under uniform tension in equilibrium is considered. It is shown that if the

displacement and its normal derivative on the edge of the plate are bounded

uniformly with respect to h then the solution u of the membrane equation

é   J_(    _3m_ A =

with the same boundary values as w approximates the displacement

throughout the plate in the L2 sense. Herein, the rate

(.) // \w(x) - u(x)\2 dx G Ch2jj \f(x)\2 dx
a a

is given, where C is a constant independent of h and /, and ß in the face of

the plate. This extends the results of A. Friedman [6] and F. John [10] up to

the boundary and improves the rate of convergence in (*) given by J. L.

Lions [12] and W. M. Greenlee [7] from h to h2.

The equation describing the normal displacement w(xu x2) of a thin elastic

plate of thickness « in equilibrium is [11]

(I) Ehl   :   A2» -   2   4-LP-)-f-
12(1 - a2) ,jZ,   3*, \ ° tejj

Here as usual, F denotes Young's modulus, a Poisson's ratio, <y„ are the

components of the stress in the plate and / is the external force per unit area.

Since the effect of the forces or constraints acting on the edge of the plate can

be achieved by replacing w by w — $ we may assume that the plate does not

undergo any deformation at the edge; thus the displacement is caused solely

by forces acting on the faces of the plate. The corresponding displacement of

a membrane is governed by the second order equation [11]

(") -J.^Ml)-/-
As mentioned in [10], replacing (I) by (II) can in general only be justified
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when the plate is under tension, i.e. when the a« form the coefficients of a

positive definite quadratic form. The special case / = 0 and w and its

derivative is given on the edge of the plate was considered by F. John [10].

For general constant tension a¡j he obtains the interior estimate

(0.1) w(y)-u(y)= ol^w)        ( W = sup |w(x)|)

where u(y) is a solution of (II) determined by the boundary values of w and

its derivatives up to order 3 on the edge of the plate. Here r denotes the

distance from y to the edge. Thus u is also a function of h. In this paper we

show that if the displacement and its normal derivatives on the edge of the

plate are bounded uniformly with respect to h then the membrane solution

with the same boundary values as w approximates the displacement

throughout the plate in the L2 sense. Herein, the rate

(0.2) // \w(x) - u(\)\2 dx < Ch2jj |/(x)|2 dx
n n

is given, where C is a constant independent of h and/, and Ü is the face of the

plate.
Similar estimates were derived by J. L. Lions [12] where the H '(Í2) norm of

w — u is shown to be 0(/i1/,2||/||L2(S2)). A. Friedman [6] derived (0.2) in the

interior of Í2; W. Greenlee [7] obtained results similar to [12], C. Bardos and

D. and H. Brezis [2] prove the strong convergence in L2(S2) of w to u; they do

not obtain, however, estimates similar to (0.2). M. I. Vishik and L. A.

Liusternik [14] expand w asymptotically in h under some differentiability

assumptions on /, but they do not estimate the rate of convergence of w to u.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to the referee for his valuable

comments.

1. Preliminary results and estimates in a half plane. Let £2 be a bounded

domain in R2 with boundary 9Q in the class C°°. We denote by n the

outward normal to 9S2. We may assume that an = 1 and use e =

Eh2/12(1 - a2).   Set

(1.1) L = eA2-   i  o0
f.7-1      dx¡dxJ

2

0.1') M--   2  <t,^V-
,7=\   dx'dxj

Let w(x) = w(xx, x2) be the solution of

(1.2) Lw = f   in ñ,

(1.2') w =dw/dn = 0    on afi

and let u(x) be the solution of

(1.3) Mu=f   inß,

(1.3') u = 0   on3£2.

Let <t>(x) be a smooth function in Ü which is equal to the distance from the

boundary near 3Í2 and <¡> = 1 away from 3Í2. We use Hk(Q) to denote the
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Sobolev space [5] of all square integrable functions in ß that have square

integrable partial derivatives up to order k in ß, and for v G Hk(íl) the norm

is given by

"«) =       2        jj\DaV\2dX.11//*«!)"
\a\<k    a

Lemma 1.1. There exists a positive constant C such that

O-4) E\\w\\Uv+\\w\\Uv,< c\\ffLlm,

<L5) £2II<HU)+IIHU)< c\\A\IhQ)
for all s > 0.

Proof. Inequality (1.4) is easily obtained using integration by parts (cf. D.

Huet [9] or A. Friedman [6]). To obtain (1.5) we multiply equation (1.1) by

<¡>2Mw and integrate by parts. Using (1.4) we obtain

||*MW||LI(0) < C\\f\\LHay

It follows from [13], [1], or [3] and (1.4) that

IIHI»'<n) < CMUo)-
Now we multiply (1.1) by <> and obtain

4<t>AM\mv < c(\\<t>Mw\\Lm+\\lHQ)>

Using [13], [1], [3] again we get (1.5).

Corollary. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1.1

(1-6) eiMUo) < qi^W)

and

(1-7) e1/2ii<H//3(s» < q/iUar

Proof. Using (1.4), (1.1) and the uniform ellipticity of A2 we see [5] that

MHHm<Ce'l/2\\A\LHm  and   H//««»< Ce"3/2ll/lUw

Hence using interpolation [12] we get (1.6). Similar arguments lead to (1.7).

Let F2 be the half plane {(x„ x2) G F2|x, e F ', x2 > 0}.

Lemma 1.2. Assume f(x) G L2(R\ ) and f(xx, x2) = 0 for x2 > K. Let w be

the solution o/ (1.1) in F2 satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions

(1.8) w(xx, 0) = dw(xx, 0)/dx2 = 0,    w is bounded in F2,

and let u(x) be the solution of (1.2) in F2 satisfying

(1.9) u(xx, 0) = 0,    u is bounded in F2 .

Then there exist positive constants e0 and C such that

(1-10) IK-"fiLW)<   Ce'/2H^Wi)

for all 0 < e < e0, C « independent of e and f but depends on K.
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Proof. Assume/ G C0°°(/\2 ). Using the Fourier transform in xx we obtain

for w and h the ordinary differential equations

,2

(1.11)

and

(1.12)

H-£,2 +
11

-/(€t.*2)

'Ii + 2a12¿|, —— +o-22—-j
0J'2 a*.

w(l,,x2)

-€i + 2«i2'"ii-at"'2dx-,   ' "22 3*-,
"(¿1' ^2> =/(£l.*2)-

The characteristic equation for (1.11) is

(1.13) e(p2 - |2)2- (o22p2 + 2a12/£lP - £,2) = 0.

Setting p = £[/- we obtain

ô(r2 - 1) - (o22r2 + 2o12ir - 1) = 0(1.14)

where 8 = e£2.

We consider the three cases: (i) 8 < 8X, (ii) 8 > 82 and (iii) 8X < Ô < 82,

where ó\ is a sufficiently small positive number and ô2 is a sufficiently large

number independent of e and £,. In case (i) we set /• = j"1 so that (1.13)

becomes

0(1 - s2)2- (a22s2 + 2aX2is3 - s4) = 0.

Since the equation a22s2 + 2bis3 — s4 = 0 has the double root 5 = 0 and two

simple roots sx and s2, we have [8] the expansions

s = ±S1/2[1 + o(l)]    aso-»0

and

5 = Sj[\ + 0(ô)]    as ô-»0,/ = 1,2.

Therefore there exists a positive constant ô, such that the roots p} of (1.11)

have the representation

Pi = èi(ioX2 - (a22 - a22)      + 8a) = |,(/6 - D + a8) = ib£x - D^x,

p2 = {,(» + D + 8a) = ib¿x + Dtix,

p3=£-,/2(l + 8ß)sgn^x = ib'cix- D^x,

p4 = -£-'/2(l + 8ß)sgn £, = ib'cix + D;ix,

where a and ß are bounded functions of e and |,. In case (ii) we get similarly

Pj = ±£-,/2(1±ô-'/2y),       /= 1,2,3,4,

where y is a bounded function of e and £,.

Finally in case (iii)

P, = liO'       / = !' 2> 3'4'

where r are bounded functions of e and £,. We have p, = — p2 and p3 = -p4.

The solution w of (1.2), (1.9) is given by
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fift

where

G(íi,x2,/) = -[exp(/¿>|¿,| |xj - /|-Z)|í1|jc2)](sinhD|íI|//Z)|í1|

if x2 > t, and for x2 < t, G is defined by the relation

G(il,x2,t) = G(il,t,x2).

The solution w of (1.1), (1.8) is given by

roc Ä /*oo „

w(l„ *2) = /    Gc (ix, x2, t) f(ix, t)dt+ I    Hc (ix, x2, t)f (ix, t)
Jo Jo

where the functions Ge and Hc are defined by

Ge(Íx,x2, 0 = - [exp(/è£||,| \x2 - i|-A|£i|-*2)]/|P3 - Pi|2e

(p4 - i6,|£,|)   sinh De\ix\t      cosh De\ix\t

dt

(1.15)
Hc(Íx,x2,t)= G;(Íx,x2,t) +

(p4  -  Pl) AJÉll P4   -  Pl

exp(-\Íx\(De + D¿)t)

if jc2 > /,

|Pl  - P3|2|Pl  - P4|2

•[(p4-p,)exp(/||1|(^2- bj))

- (P4 - Pi)exp(-(||,|(^í - bcx2))}    iíx2 > t,

and for x2 < t they are defined by the relations

Ge dl. ** 0  =  Ge dl' '. *î)       and      #e (11- *2> 0  = He (11. <> *2)  •

The function Ge' is given by (1.15) with the roles of p, and p3 exchanged. We

consider case (i) first. A typical summand of w — û is

exP('èE|ll|  1*2 -   'l-^llll^)

(P4 - Pl)|P3 - Pl|  e

r2w(ix,x2,t)f(ix,,)dt
J0

cosh D.\i,\t / (I,, t) dt

The denominator is equal to e   1/2[1 + O(8)] if 8 is small, 8 < 8X  say,

therefore

|/,|< C£1/2fX2[exP(-F£||1|x2)][cosh(Z)£||1|0]|/(l1,0| *

and similarly,

h fXW(ix,t,x2)f(ix,t),

{exp(-Dt\ix\t)~\ [cosh De\ix\x2]\f (ix, t)\ dt.

Thus
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|/, + /2|< CEX/2\KK(x2,t)\f(Ívt)\dt

since supp/(x,, x2) c {0 < x2 < K). To estimate ||/, + ^Wl^r2) we rely on

the following principle: if j\K(x,y)\ dx < C, and f\K(x,y)\ dy < C2 then

¡UK(x,y)f(y)dy^ dx< CxC2f \f(x)\2 dx,

which follows easily from the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem [4]. Applying

Plancherel's formula and the above principle we get

ripC, + t2)(tux2)\dx2)   dÇx< CXC2C   fX\f(xx,x2)\2dx2dX]

where

rK

C, = sup I    |AT(jc2, t)\ dt

and C2 is defined similarly. Direct computations show that

/"    r    s   r  1/2 1  -  e~m'\ „  x/2
C,, C2 < Ce 'sup -¡j-¡- = Ce ' .

1 __e_-*li,l

The other terms of w — û are similarly estimated by Cel/2. In cases (ii) and

(iii) all terms are bounded by Ce1/2 in L\R\ ) and C is independent of K. In

cases (iii) we use the fact |£,| > ô,e~1/2 and |r - /-J > c > 0 if/ ^ &. This

concludes the proof of Lemma 1.2.

2. Estimates near the boundary and main results.

Lemma 2. Let w and u be the solutions o/ (1.1) and ( 1.3) in B satisfying the

homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then there exists a neighborhood U

of dU in B such that

(2-1) II" - «\\m<t> < &1/2PUq) + clh - "lUa-t/y

vv/iere C ara/ t/ are independent of e and f.

Proof. For any point x0 G3B we can find a neighborhood U0 of x0 in B

and a smooth mapping of U0 into Br = {x E R2\ |jc,| < r, 0 < x2 < r2} so

that U0 n 3B is mapped onto Br n {-x2 = 0} and such that x0 is mapped into

the origin. Then using an affine transformation of the coordinates we can

write L and M in Br as follows.

L = eA2-   2   aiJlr^-+E[xxN(x,D) + x2P(x,D)+ Q(x,D)]
(2.2) fj-l      dxi°xJ

+ xxR(x, D) + x2S(x,D) + T(x, D),

2 a2
(2.3) M=-   ^   a0j^ +xxR(x,D) + x2S(x,D)+ T(x,D)

i.j= i '    J

where the quadratic form corresponding to a» is positive definite, a^ is

constant and N, P, Q, R, S, T are partial differential operators with

coefficients in C0°°(Är) of orders 4, 4, 3, 2, 2 and 1 respectively. Let \p be a
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function in C0°°(Fr) such that \p = 1 in F,y2. Then the functions xj/w and \pu

satisfy equations of the form

(2.4) L^w = fu,

(2.5) Mxpu = /,

where L and M are defined by (1.1) and (1.1') respectively (ay is replaced by

fly) and/, £ and/, are defined by (2.2)-(2.5). We have to estimate terms of the

form exxNw, ex2Pw, etc. We may assume that Nw = 2|a|<4I>a(fla(x)w>) so

that

f™Ge(ix, x2, t)(xxNwy(ix, t)dt=- ifoXGe(iv x2, t) -±- (Nwy(ix, t) dt

= ifXYrGAïvx2<<) 2 Ui4r) (^rd,. o dt.
J0       0?! |«|<4\ 0X2  !

Since |,23(G£ + //£)/3|, is a bounded operator and Lemma 1.1 shows that

e'^2|MI//2(0) ^ C||/||L2(m, we see that all summands of ex,Aw containing two

or more derivatives with respect to xx contribute to L~l(exxNw) a quantity

that is bounded by C£1/2||/||L2(a). The functions G£ + He, 3(<J£ + He)/dt and

their ix derivative vanish for x2 = 0, therefore we can integrate by parts

expressions containing three or four derivatives of w with respect to /. Since

33(G£ + He)/dixdt2 is a bounded operator in L2(Br) and \pw G C¿°(Br), we

see that the contribution of such derivatives to L~\exxNw) is bounded by

Ge II/Il L\s¡y To estimate ex2Pw we use similar arguments and (1.7), and for

eQw we use integration by parts and (1.6). Writing \pw = L_1/l£ and \pu

= M ~~ '/, we see that we have to estimate expressions of the form

(L~{ - M~x)xxR(x,D)w    and    M ~lxxR(x, D)(w - u),

etc. The first expression can be estimated by Ce1/2||/||L2(i2) using Lemma 1.2

and (1.5). To estimate the second expression we note that the function \¡/ can

be chosen so that it is independent of x2 in 0 < x2 < r2/A, and |3i/'/3jc1|

< C/r, ISfy/Sx2! < C/r2. Using integration by parts and the fact that G

vanishes on the boundary x2 = 0 we obtain the estimate

lw - u\\mu¿) < C£'/2||./W) + Cr\\w - u\\lHu0)

where C is independent of e and r. The neighborhood U¿ of x0 is the inverse

image of Br/2. The boundary 3ß can be covered by a finite number of

neighborhoods {UJ} so that the number of intersecting neighborhoods {£/,}

at each point is less than 4 (cf. [15]). Setting U = Uy ÜJ and using a partition

of unity we obtain

llw - u\\mu) < C>r\\w - u\\lHu) + C2ÜW - U\\lHü-U)

where C, is independent of r; hence (2.1) follows.

The main result of this paper is

Theorem 2.1. Let ß be a bounded domain in R2 with smooth boundary 3 ß

fl«^ let w and u be the solutions of (1.2), (1.2') fl«fl" (1.3), (1.3') respectively. Then

there exists a constant C such that for all e > 0 fl«fl"/ G L2(ß),
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<2-6) II" - u\\LHQ) < Ce^iü^.

Proof. Using the interior estimates of A. Friedman [6], we have for any

subdomain B0 of B, such that B0 c B, the estimate

<2-7) IK - «LW < Cel/2\\A\mnr

where C is a constant independent of e and /, but C depends on dist(B0, 3 B).

Combining (2.1) and (2.7), inequality (2.6) follows.

The following results can be proved by the same methods and the results of

A. Friedman [6],

Theorem 2.2. Let w and u be the solutions of (1.2) and (1.3) with boundary

conditions

(2.8) w=32w/3/i2 = 0   ondQ,

or

(2.9) w = Aw = 0    o«3B,

or

(2.10) w=3Aw/3« = 0   o«3B

and

(2.11) M = 0   o«3B.

Then (2.6) holds.

Theorem 2.3. Let QT be the cylinder QT = B X (0, 7], BT = 3B X (0, 7].

Let w be the solution of dw/dt + Lw = f(x, t) in QT satisfying (1.2'), (2.8),

(2.9) or (2.10) and (2.11) on BT, w(x, 0) = 0 in B, a/ii/ /er u be the solution of

du/dt + Mu = f(x, t) in QT satisfying (2.11) on BT and u(x, 0) = 0 in B. Then

UT \1/2 /   rT r \'/2
fjw(x, t) - u(x, t)\2 dx dt\     < CV/2^J0 fjf(x, t)\2 dx dt]    .

This result improves the results of J. L. Lions [12, p. 287], where

lh-"IUßr)=0(£l/4)>

and A. Friedman [6] by extending his estimates up to the boundary.

Remark. The estimate (2.6) is sharp and can be verified in the case of a

clamped, uniform circular plate. It is probably not sharp in case boundary

conditions (2.8), (2.9) or (2.10) replace (1.2'). The method of the present paper

can be used to obtain sharper results for the various boundary value prob-

lems.
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